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Abstract This paper introduces the continuous consensus
problem, in which a core M[k] of information is continuously
maintained at all correct sites of the system. All local copies
of the core must be identical at all times k, and every interest-
ing event should eventually enter the core. The continuous
consensus problem is studied in synchronous systems with
crash and omission failures, assuming an upper bound of t
on the number of failures in any given run of the system. A
simple protocol for continuous consensus, called ConCon,
is presented. This protocol is knowledge-based: The actions
processes take depend explicitly on their knowledge, as well
as on their knowledge of what other processes know about
failures and about events that occurred in the system. A close
connection between continuous consensus and knowledge
is established by showing that in every continuous consen-
sus protocol, the information in the core at any given time
must be common knowledge. Based on the characterization
of common knowledge by Moses and Tuttle, it is shown that
ConCon is an optimum protocol for continuous consensus,
maintaining the most up-to-date core possible at all times: For
every pattern of failures and external inputs and each point
in time, the core provided by ConCon contains the cores of
all correct protocols for continuous consensus. Indeed, the
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ConCon protocol can be viewed as a simplification of the
Moses and Tuttle construction for computing the common
knowledge at a given point. Finally, a uniform version of
continuous consensus is considered, in which all processes
(faulty and nonfaulty) are guaranteed to maintain the same
core at any given time. An algorithm for uniform continuous
consensus is presented, and is also shown to be an optimum
solution.

1 Introduction

Maintaining consistency of the information held by differ-
ent nodes in an unreliable distributed system is a challenging
problem. Traditionally, a certain level of consistency is often
needed in order to ensure that different sites reach compat-
ible decisions thereby allowing correct and efficient oper-
ation of the different sites of a system. In recent years, as
many large institutions and organizations interface with the
outside world via many servers acting in a distributed fash-
ion, consistent information is needed also in order to provide
a coherent view of the organization and its services at any
given time. The sites, or processes, in a distributed system
typically have asymmetric information. This paper considers
the continuous consensus problem, where a “core” of infor-
mation is maintained at each site of the system, which is
guaranteed to be identical at all sites at all times. Moreover,
this core should ultimately contain as many of the facts that
are considered relevant in a given application as possible. A
service that provides an up-to-date consistent picture of the
system at different sites may alleviate the need to explicitly
activate voting or agreement protocols to handle individual
transactions [1].

The continuous consensus problem is closely related to the
notion of common knowledge, because information held at
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different sites that is necessarily identical is common knowl-
edge. This connection dates back to the work of David Lewis
on conventions, which led to the original definition of com-
mon knowledge [2]. The role of common knowledge for con-
sistent simultaneous actions has been firmly established in the
literature [3–6]. Dwork and Moses [4] presented an optimal
solution to simultaneous Byzantine agreement in the pres-
ence of crash failures. They proved that simultaneous agree-
ment can be reached exactly when the value of at least one
agent’s initial vote becomes common knowledge. Moses and
Tuttle [5] extended this work to the more complex omission
failure model, and presented optimal solutions for a broader
class of simultaneous choice problems. Implicit in the lat-
ter work is the computation of a core of information that
characterizes the common knowledge at any given point in
time. This computation is based on a subtle fixed-point con-
struction. The current paper extends both of these works by
presenting a simple and intuitive algorithm for computing the
information about the past that is common knowledge. Two
varieties of the continuous consensus task are defined, which
further generalize simultaneous choice problems. In both [4]
and [5], as well as in the current paper, it is assumed that the
processes operate in synchronous rounds of communication
and there is an a priori bound on the overall number of poten-
tially faulty processes. While some practical systems work
in a synchronous setting [7,8], many do not. Nevertheless, it
is often practical to maintain a core that is updated relative to
version number, or to a given time period on a daily, hourly,
or per-minute basis.

Common knowledge is attainable only in models in which
there is a sufficient degree of temporal synchrony [3]. When
this is not present, weaker forms of consistency are the best
that can be achieved. Indeed, in many applications perfect
simultaneous consistency is stronger than what is needed,
and there are popular consensus protocols, for example, that
provide weaker guarantees, such as: If one process can deter-
mine that an event has occurred, the others will eventually
know this as well [9]. In this work, we study the continuous
consensus in synchronous systems.

We now specify the continuous consensus problem more
formally. With respect to a set E of monitored events, we
would like each process i to hold a copy of a shared list of
events of E . An event is defined based on the messages deliv-
ered in the run, and on initial states and external inputs that
processes have received (and the times at which they were
received). The precise definition of E will depend on the
application. We define a continuous consensus (CC) service
to be a distributed protocol that at all times k ≥ 0 provides
each process i with a core Mi [k] of events of E . In every run
of this protocol the following properties are required to hold,
for all nonfaulty processes i and j .

Accuracy: All events in Mi [k] occurred in the run.

Consistency: Mi [k] = M j [k] at all times k.
Completeness: If an event e ∈ E is known to process j at

any point, then e ∈ Mi [k] must hold at some time k.

The consistency property guarantees that the information in
the local lists is in fact shared among the nonfaulty processes
at any given time. Since an event is in Mi [k] for some nonfa-
ulty process i only if it is also in M j [k] for all other nonfaulty
processes j , it follows that a process i may know of the occur-
rence of a monitored event e ∈ E long before e is in Mi [k].
In many cases it is, of course, desirable to have the shared
list in a continuous consensus application be as up-to-date as
possible. A variant of this problem, which we call uniform
continuous consensus (UCC), is defined similarly, but Accu-
racy and Consistency should hold for arbitrary processes and
not just for nonfaulty ones. Completeness, however, is still
restricted to events that are known to nonfaulty processes: If
an event e ∈ E is known to a nonfaulty process j at any point,
then e ∈ Mi [k] must hold (for all processes i , of course) at
some time k.

The continuous consensus problem generalizes many
problems having to do with simultaneous coordination. For
example, in the distributed firing squad problem [10], the
system may receive an alarm message from the outside
world. If a correct process receives such a message, then
it is required that at some later point all correct processes
“fire” simultaneously. In addition, “firing” is not allowed to
occur in different rounds by different processes (hence in a
non-simultaneous fashion), nor is it allowed to take place in
a run before an alarm message has been received in the sys-
tem. Clearly, if the arrival of an alarm message is a monitored
event in a continuous consensus protocol, then the presence
of an alarm in the shared core can be used as a necessary
and sufficient condition for firing. Continuous consensus can
also be used as a generalization of simultaneous versions of
Byzantine agreement and the consensus problem (cf. [4]), as
well as for the class of simultaneous choice problems of [5].

We shall use standard techniques from [3] to show that in
any implementation of CC the information in the lists Mi is
guaranteed to be common knowledge. Our solutions for CC
and UCC, called ConCon and UniConCon, will be optimal
in providing at any given time the largest and most informa-
tive core possible. This is proven using the characterization of
common knowledge in the crash and omission failure models
given in [5]. Interestingly, the solution to UCC does not incur
any degradation in the information contained in the core of
shared information.

The structure of ConCon and UniConCon provides
insight into how common knowledge comes about in syn-
chronous systems with failures. The analysis of common
knowledge in the crash failure model in [4] showed that clean
rounds play a central role. In the crash failure model, a round
of communication is clean if no new failure is discovered in
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the round. Following a clean round, all processes can have
the same information about the past. Once it is common
knowledge that a round was clean, the information available
to nonfaulty processes before this round becomes common
knowledge. In the omissions model, no natural analogue to
the notion of a clean round was found. Indeed, a process
failure can be discovered by a faulty process in one round,
and then passed on to nonfaulty ones in a much later round.
The ConCon protocol suggests a more subtle notion of clean
rounds that applies even in the omission failure model.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section
provides definitions of the formal notions used in the paper.
Section 3 presents the ConCon protocol for continuous con-
sensus and proves its correctness. Section 4 relates contin-
uous consensus to common knowledge. Results from [5]
are used to prove that the ConCon protocol yields an opti-
mally up-to-date solution for continuous consensus. Sec-
tion 5 presents the UniConCon protocol, which provides an
optimum uniform solution to continuous consensus in which
all processes (including the faulty ones) are guaranteed to
have the same core at all times. Finally, a few concluding
remarks are presented in Sect. 6. Proofs that do not appear in
the body of the paper are presented in the appendix.

2 Preliminaries

Our treatment of the continuous consensus problem will be
driven by a knowledge-based analysis. A general approach
to modeling knowledge in distributed systems was initiated
in [3] and given a detailed foundation in [6] (most relevant to
the current paper are Chaps. 4, 6). The lion’s share of tech-
nical analysis in this paper will be performed with respect to
a single protocol, which gives rise to a specific class of sys-
tems. For ease of exposition, our definitions will be tailored
to this particular setting.

The communication network

We consider a synchronous network with n ≥ 2 possibly
unreliable processes, denoted by P = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Each
pair of processes is connected by a two-way communication
link. Processes correctly identify the sender of every message
they receive. They share a discrete global clock that starts out
at time 0 and advances by increments of one. Communication
in the system proceeds in a sequence of rounds, with round
k + 1 taking place between time k and time k + 1. Each
process starts in some initial state at time 0. Then, in every
following round, the process first sends a set of messages to
other processes, and then receives messages sent to it by other
processes during the same round. In addition, a process may
also receive requests for service from clients external to the
system (think, for example, of deposits and withdrawals at

branches of a bank), or input from sensors with information
about the world outside of the system (e.g., smoke detectors).
Finally, the process may perform local computations based
on the messages it has received. The history of an infinite
execution of such a network will be called a run.

Nature’s role: inputs and failures

We think of a solution to the continuous consensus prob-
lem as a protocol operating (or playing) against an adversary
called nature. Nature determines two central aspects of any
given run: inputs and failures.

Inputs. We consider a setting in which every process starts
out in an initial local state from some set �i , and can receive
an external input in any given round k (this input is consid-
ered as arriving at time k). The initial local state of each
process can be thought of as its external input at time 0. We
represent the external inputs in an infinite execution as fol-
lows. Define a set V = P × N of process-time nodes (or
nodes, for short). An (external) input assignment is a func-
tion ζ associating with every (initial) node 〈i, 0〉 at time 0 an
initial state from �i and with each node 〈i, k〉 an input from
a set of possible inputs, which is denoted by I. Our analysis
is independent of the type or structures of the elements of I.

Failures. The second aspect of a run that is determined by
nature is the identity of the faulty processes, and the details
of their faulty behavior. These depend on the particular fail-
ure model being assumed. In this paper we consider two
closely related failure models, called crash and omission.
For simplicity, a process will be considered faulty in a run if
it displays faulty behavior at any point during the run. In the
crash failure model, a faulty process crashes in some round
k ≥ 1. In this case, it behaves correctly in the first k − 1
rounds and sends no messages from round k + 1 on. Dur-
ing its crashing round k, the process may succeed in sending
messages on an arbitrary subset of its channels. In the omis-
sion model, a faulty process may omit to send messages in
any given round. It sends messages only according to its pro-
tocol (it cannot misrepresent or lie), and nature determines
for every round what subset of its messages will successfully
be delivered. We remark that even faulty processes receive
all messages sent to them over non-blocked channels. If a
message is not delivered, its sender is necessarily faulty. We
formally represent the failure pattern in a given run via an
edge-labeled graph (V, E, β), where V = P × N as above,
and E = {(〈i, k〉, 〈 j, k + 1〉) : i �= j, k ≥ 0}. An edge
e = (〈i, k〉, 〈 j, k + 1〉) ∈ E stands for the round k + 1 com-
munication in the channel from i to j . The labeling function
β : E → {Y,N} captures when such channels are blocked
and when they operate correctly. Intuitively, β(e) = Nmeans
that e is blocked for communication, while β(e) = Y means
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Fig. 1 An execution graph and
its use in ConCon
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that it is not blocked. In the latter case, a message on e, if
sent, will be delivered.

Nature’s combined contribution to a run r is captured by an
execution graph. This is a labeled graph Gr = (V, E, ζ, β)

with labels ζ on the vertices giving the input assignment and
labels β on the edges defining the failure pattern.1 Notice that
all execution graphs over n processes have the same edge
and vertex sets (V, E)—a complete grid of n × N nodes,
with edges from each node u ∈ V at level k to all nodes
of level k + 1 with a process name different from u’s. Dif-
ferent execution graphs G differ only in the labeling func-
tions ζ and β. Figure 1a contains an illustration of the nodes
of an execution graph, with some of the edges describing
round k + 1. Observe that all edges from one time point to
the next are in the graph—some are crossed, depicting their
being blocked by β, while the others are available for com-
munication.

We now consider particular subgraphs of G = (V, E, ζ,

β) that will be useful later on. Given a node u = 〈i, m〉 ∈ V ,
we denote by Vu the smallest set satisfying: (i) u ∈ Vu , (ii)
if 〈 j, � + 1〉 ∈ Vu then 〈 j, �〉 ∈ Vu , and (iii) if v ∈ Vu ,
(v′, v) ∈ E and β((v′, v)) = Y, then v′ ∈ Vu . Intuitively,
Vu contains all nodes about which u has potentially received
information either directly or via a sequence of messages.
We define the maximal potential view (or view for short) at
node u = 〈i, m〉 in G, denoted by Vi (m), to be the sub-
graph of G generated by Vu , i.e., Vi (m) = (V ′, E ′, ζ ′, β ′) =
(Vu, E � Vu, ζ � Vu, β � E ′). See Fig. 1a for an illustration
of a view Vi (m). The view VS(k) of a set S ⊆ P of processes
at a time k is defined to be the union of the graphs V j (k),
over all j ∈ S. We say that a view V is contained in a view
V′ if the nodes of V are a subset of those in V′, and V is the
subgraph of V′ generated by these nodes. Thus, every node
in V has the same external input as in V′, and for every pair
of nodes in V, they are connected by an edge in V exactly

1 The run r appears in the superscript of Gr . Throughout the paper, we
omit explicit reference to the run whenever it is clear from context.

if they are connected by one in V′. In some cases, it will be
convenient to talk about views VS(k) at a time k < 0. The
view in this case is denoted by λ. It is called an empty view,
and is contained in every possible view VS′(k′).

Full-information protocols

A full-information protocol (fip) is one in which processes
have perfect recall and observe all incoming messages and
external inputs that they receive. Moreover, in every round,
every process sends a message encoding all of its information
to all other processes. It is not hard to show that in any such
protocol a process is able to reconstruct Vi (k) from its infor-
mation at time k. Without loss of generality, we will assume
for the sake of concreteness that the local state of a process
is maintained in the form of a view Vi (k), and the message
sent by i in round k + 1 is Vi (k).

Since in a fip a message is sent on every channel in every
round, the execution graph describes all aspects of a run: i.e.,
what inputs are received by the processes, which processes
are faulty, and, for every message, whether or not it is deliv-
ered. Moreover, the contents of delivered messages can also
be derived from the graph G. From now on we shall identify a
run r of a fip with its execution graph Gr . Since a run of fip is
determined by the inputs and failures, we sometimes denote
such a run by r = fip(ζ, β). It is a folk theorem, perhaps first
proven formally in a fault-prone setting by Coan [11], that
any deterministic protocol can be simulated by a fip.

Systems and knowledge

Generally speaking, we identify a system with a set R of
runs. For a general protocol, a run r is an infinite sequence
of states, and there is a well defined local state ri (m) for
every process i and time m. For the fip we identify runs with
execution graphs, while in general every execution graph
will determine a run of a protocol P (cf. [5,6]). The sys-
tems that we study in this paper are thus parameterized by
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a tuple (n, t, fm, ϒ), where n ≥ 2 is the number of pro-
cesses, t is a bound on the number of faulty processes in a run
(where t ≤ n −2), fm ∈ {crash, omission} is a failure model,
and ϒ is a nonempty set of (external) input assignments. The
exact identity and internal structure of ϒ are application-
dependent. A fip system R = R(n, t, fm, ϒ) is defined to be
the set of all runs of the fip with n processes, at most t of
which fail according to the failure model fm, and where initial
states and external inputs conform to one of the input assign-
ments in ϒ . Our definitions imply that, in a precise sense, the
inputs in a fip system R are independent of the failures that
occur (and hence carry no information about them): If there
are runs r, r ′ ∈ R where r = fip(ζ, β) and r ′ = fip(ζ ′, β ′),
then R will also contain the run r ′′ = (ζ ′, β).2

Our analysis makes use of the knowledge that processes
achieve at different times in various runs. As is standard in
the literature, formulas will be considered true or false at a
point, which is a pair (r, m) consisting of a run r ∈ R and a
time m ∈ N. Moreover, since what is known at a point (r, m)

may depend on what is true at other points, we define truth
with respect to a system R. Let � = {p, q, p′, . . .} be a set
of propositions. Intuitively, a proposition is a basic primitive
fact. An example of a relevant proposition in the context of
continuous consensus is “ζ(i, k) = e”, stating the arrival of
an external input e ∈ ϒ at a given process i at time k. Given
a system R, each proposition p ∈ � is identified with a set
[[p]] of points of R. A proposition p ∈ � holds at (r, m),
which we denote by (R, r, m) |
 p, if (r, m) ∈ [[p]]. For
simplicity, we identify the set of monitored events E with a
subset �E ⊆ �, and restrict monitored events to depend only
on the external inputs in the current run.3 Thus, if q ∈ �E
then, for all input assignments ζ and runs r = fip(ζ, β) and
r ′ = fip(ζ, β ′), and times m, we will have that (R, r, m) |
 q
iff (R, r ′, m) |
 q. The core maintained by a continuous con-
sensus algorithm consists of a set X ⊆ �E at any given time.
We note that in our context the truth value of every q ∈ �E
is independent of the time, m. Thus, in a given system, R, the
truth value of q depends only on the run. We say that an event
q has occurred in a run r if (R, r, m) |
 q for all m ≥ 0.
The core constructed by our proposed protocols will consist
of the monitored events that are determined by a particular
view computed at any given point. In order to describe such

2 Recall that the input assignments in ϒ establish the initial states of
processes as well as the external inputs they receive. Often, initial states
may be independent of external inputs, and the inputs at one process
may be independent of those at another. But our definitions do not
require such independence. There could be strong correlation among
inputs in ϒ . Our definitions only imply that inputs carry no information
about failures and vice-versa.
3 For simplicity, we do not allow facts about the failure pattern to be
included in the monitored events. This restriction is dispensed with,
however, near the end of Sect. 4, where we discuss how the core can be
extended.

cores more formally, we denote

E(V) � {q ∈ �E : (R, r, m) |
 q for all points (r, m)

whose execution graph contains V}
We observe that E is monotone: If V is contained in V′, then
E(V) ⊆ E(V′).

We construct a logical language L by closing � under
Boolean connectives ∧ and ¬, and under modal knowledge
operators Ki , DS , C and CN where i ∈ P and S ⊆ P is a set
of processes. Here Ki stands for process is knowledge, DS

stands for the distributed knowledge of the set S of processes,
C stands for common knowledge, and CN stands for common
knowledge among the nonfaulty processes. The semantics of
the Boolean operators is standard; we now review the defini-
tions for Ki and DS . Common knowledge will be considered
in Sect. 4. The formal definitions (cf. [6]) of satisfaction for
knowledge and distributed knowledge formulas are briefly
stated as follows:

(R, r, m) |
 Kiϕ iff (R, r ′, m′) |
 ϕ for all (r ′, m′) s. t.

r ′ ∈ R and ri (m) = r ′
i (m

′), and

(R, r, m) |
 DSϕ iff (R, r ′, m′) |
 ϕ for all (r ′, m′) s. t.

r ′ ∈ R and r j (m) = r ′
j (m

′) for all j ∈ S.

A process knows ϕ by this definition if its local state (which
captures the information it has access to) implies that ϕ holds.
Distributed knowledge is defined similarly, but is based on
the combined information available to the members of a set S
of processes. In a full-information protocol, the distributed
knowledge of S is equivalent to the knowledge of a process
whose local state at a point (r, m) of R is the view Vr

S(m).
Knowledge in the fip has a number of useful properties.

For example, suppose that process i receives messages in
round k + 1 from the processes in the set S. Then, by con-
struction, VS(k) is contained in i’s view Vi (k + 1) at the
end of the round. As a result, all facts about the past that
are distributed knowledge of S at time k are known by i at
time k +1. This observation plays a role in the solution to the
continuous consensus problem described in the next section.

3 The CONCON protocol

The existence of communication failures in a system may
keep processes from obtaining a consistent view of the world.
Information that one process receives in a given round might
not reach another process in that round if the sender fails
to deliver it to the second process. A vast literature shows
that agreeing on even the value of a single bit is a nontrivial
task in such a setting. The continuous consensus task aims
to achieve more than this. It strives to make all interesting
events part of a shared core of information, while contin-
uously maintaining the consistency of this core across all
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nonfaulty processes. The early work on simultaneous agree-
ment [4] allow a solution in which every monitored event
triggers an agreement process that results in its inclusion into
the shared core. The analysis of common knowledge carried
out in [4,5,12] demonstrated that it is possible to compute
the core without treating every input item separately. In fact,
a core can be obtained using the subtle fixed-point construc-
tion of [5]. What we shall show is that ideas in the spirit of
the simpler analysis of simultaneous agreement in crash fail-
ures can be simplified even more and extended to the more
general problem of continuous consensus both in the crash
and in the omission failure models.

The analysis of simultaneous agreement in the crash fail-
ure model in [4] showed that the problem reduces to comput-
ing when initial values become common knowledge. For the
fip with crash failures, this question has a particularly nice
structure. Roughly speaking, a clean round is one in which no
process is discovered as faulty for the first time. The formal
analysis proved that initial values become common knowl-
edge once the existence of a clean round is common knowl-
edge. Clearly a faulty process can be discovered as faulty for
the first time at most once. If, at time k + 1, process i knows
that at least f processes failed before time k, then it knows
that at least one clean round must happen between time k
and time hi (k) = k + t + 1 − f . We think of hi (k) as i’s
horizon for time k, denoted horizoni (k). It turns out that if i
is a correct process, then Vi (k) will be common knowledge
by time horizoni (k). Indeed, in the crash failure model it is
possible to show that there will be a latest (we also call it a
critical) time c with k ≤ c < horizoni (k) such that round
c + 1 is clean, so that we have horizoni (c) = horizon j (c)
at time c + 1 for all processes i and j . Thus, all nonfaulty
processes can predict the same horizon. We shall show that
the same holds in the omission model as well. Moreover,
we shall show that at time � = horizoni (c), every nonfa-
ulty process knows that c is the critical time (for �). This
makes it common knowledge that round c + 1 was clean,
allowing for an efficient solution to simultaneous agreement.
(Continuous consensus is a strict generalization of simulta-
neous agreement.) The analysis and proofs in [4] make strong
use of the fact that for crash failures, if a process crashes in
round k then all processes know of this in fip by time k + 1
at the latest. The (sending) omission failure model is signif-
icantly more complex, since information about failures can
be kept by faulty processes for an arbitrarily long time before
being delivered to nonfaulty processes. Thus, in the omission
model there is no connection between when a failure occurs
and when a nonfaulty process learns of it.

We now present a protocol for continuous consensus in
both failure models that is motivated by the intuition pro-
vided above. At the end of every round k, each process i will
compute a value it considers to be the horizon for time k −1.
Roughly speaking, this is a time by which it will be safe to

add to the shared core the information sent to i in the current
round by processes that i currently trusts. The horizon values
computed by different processes at the end of round k need
not be the same. At any given time �, however, the latest
time k whose horizon process i takes to be � will in fact be
identical for all nonfaulty processes i . This value will serve
as the critical time for �. The view at time k of a particularly
chosen set of processes will then determine the shared core
that can be used by the continuous consensus task.

The crux of our approach depends on finding the appropri-
ate replacement for the role played in the crash model by the
number of failures known to i . This is suitably generalized
by the following two definitions of sets of good and bad
processes for i with respect to time k. Process i determines
the identity of these sets one round later, at time k + 1. The
first set, which we denote Gi (k), consists of the processes
that appear to i to have been nonfaulty at time k (and so, in
particular, behaved correctly in round k + 1):

Gr
i (k) � { j : (R, r, k + 1) |
 ¬Ki ( j is faulty)}.
As usual, we drop the superscript r from terms when it

is clear from context. Notice that Gi (k) is defined in terms
of i’s knowledge at the end of the following round k + 1. In
the crash failure model, Gi (k) is the set of processes that i
receives messages from in round k+1, while in the omissions
model it is a possibly strict subset of these processes, since
in the omission model, process i can exclude j from Gi (k)

based on a report that j failed to send a message to a different
process i ′. The G stands for good. We associate Gi (k) with
time k rather than k + 1 because the view of the members of
Gi (k) at time k turns out to be especially important. It serves
a central role in determining the contents of the shared core.
In addition, this view facilitates the computation of the core,
by allowing the definition of a set of bad processes associ-
ated with time k, which we denote by Bi (k). This set consists
of the processes whose faultiness is distributed knowledge at
time k among the members of Gi (k):

Br
i (k) � { j : (R, r, k) |
 DGi (k)( j is faulty)}.
Recall that i receives messages from all members of Gi (k)

in round k + 1. Hence, every member of Bi (k) is known by i
at time k + 1 to be faulty. It follows that Bi (k) ∩ Gi (k) = ∅
for all i ∈ P. Notice, however, that while Bi (k) and Gi (k)

are disjoint, they are not necessarily complements. There are
a number of different scenarios that may cause these sets not
to be complements. For example, consider a process j that
behaves correctly for the first k rounds and fails to send a
message to i in round k + 1. Process j is then excluded from
Gi (k), since i knows that j is faulty. Moreover, j /∈ Bi (k)

because no process could have observed faulty behavior of j
in the first k rounds; hence j /∈ Gi (k) ∪ Bi (k), and the sets
are not complements.
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Fig. 2 The ConCon protocol for process i

There is a close connection between Bi (k) and the sets
G j (k − 1). Observe that, by definition of G j , a process j
knows, at time m that another process j ′ is faulty exactly if
j ′ /∈ G j (m −1). In the crash and omission models, the set of
processes whose faultiness is distributed knowledge among
the processes in a set S is simply the union of those known
to be faulty by the members of S. It thus follows that

Bi (k) =
⋃

j∈Gi (k)

(P \ G j (k − 1)). (1)

We denote by bi (k) the cardinality of Bi (k). Since Bi (k)

consists of faulty processes, necessarily bi (k) ≤ t . Figure 1b
illustrates the sets Bi (k) and Gi (k) in the fip given a partic-
ular execution graph.

The ConCon protocol, shown in Fig. 2, is run by each
process i individually. ConCon is used in both the crash and
the omission failure model. Observe, however, that the value
of horizoni (k − 1) on line 2 of ConCon is a function of
bi (k − 1) which, in turn, is based on the knowledge of pro-
cess i as well as on that of other processes. This knowledge
is evaluated with respect to different systems R for each of
the failure models. At the end of every round k of this proto-
col, each process i performs two tasks: (i) It updates a current
estimate (upper bound) for when the view VGi (k−1)(k −1) of
Gi (k−1) will be part of the shared core view; and (ii) It deter-
mines the shared core at time k, i.e., at the end of the current
round. For this purpose, the value in criti (k) � Latesti [k] is
considered the critical time for the core at time k. The shared
view then consists of the input events in the joint view of the
processes in Gi (criti (k)) at time criti (k). In the protocol text,
we use the term horizoni , which for every m ≥ 0 is defined
by

horizoni (m) = m + t + 1 − bi (m).

Notice that since bi (m) ≤ t , it follows that horizoni (m) >

m for all m. Moreover, the straightforward way to compute
horizoni (m) is by computing Gi (m) and using it to com-
pute Bi (m), which immediately yields that bi (m) = |Bi (m)|.
These quantities are easily computed based on Vi (m + 1).

In the protocol, each process performs the same set of
actions in every round. Round k ≥ 1 starts at time k − 1 and
ends at time k. The first part of each round’s computation con-
sists of communicating according to the full-information pro-
tocol on line 1. In the next part, on line 2, process i computes
an upper bound on the time at which a view of time k will
be common knowledge. Finally, on lines 4 and 5 it records
in Mi [k] the view that is common knowledge at the current
time k. We denote by criti (k) the value of c that i sets in
round k on line 4.

Recall that horizoni (m) = m + 1 + t − bi (m). To com-
pute the value of the index horizoni (k − 1) used on line 2
of ConCon, process i needs to know the value of bi (k − 1)

at the end of round k. Since a process j is in Gi (k − 1) if
i does not know that j is faulty at time k, it follows that
i receives round k messages from all members in Gi (k − 1).
Thus, i has a copy of VGi (k−1) at time k. In particular,
i can compute Bi (k − 1) and bi (k − 1), as desired. Observe
that steps 2 and 3 of the ConCon protocol depend only on
the failures that occur in the run. As a result, the nodes in
VGi (c)(c) are independent of the (external) input assignment
of the run. Finally, observe that, for all m < k, process i
has a copy of VGi (m)(m). Thus, process i is able to compute
E(VGi (c)(c), k) on line 5 of ConCon.

Observe that bi (0) = 0, since no failures are known
initially. It it follows that horizoni (0) = t + 1. Because
the processes communicate according to the full-information
protocol, and the number of failures is bounded from above
by t , it follows that bi (m) ≤ bi (m + 1) ≤ t for all m. The
following observation immediately follows.

Observation 1 For all m ≥ 0:

(i) horizoni (m) ≥ m + 1, and
(ii) horizoni (m + 1) ≤ horizoni (m) + 1.

Notice from (ii) that the horizon cannot move forward
by more than one at every round. It can move backwards
more rapidly, however. If bi (m + 1) = bi (m) + d + 1 then
horizoni (m + 1) = horizoni (m) − d. This happens when
d + 1 new failures are discovered in round m by processes
that are still trusted by i at time m + 1.

We now state two useful properties of ConCon. The first
says that the horizon is an upper bound on the time at which
current round information is contained in the shared core.
Indeed, given Observation 1(i) above this will imply that
every round’s information will become common knowledge
within a fixed bound of roughly t − f rounds, where f is
the number of failures discovered. The second says that once
the core is not empty, the critical time increases by at least
one in every time step. Moreover, every round is assigned a
critical time.
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Proposition 1 For all nonfaulty i and times m and �:

(a) if horizoni (m) ≤ � then criti (�) ≥ m, and
(b) if criti (�) �= −1 then criti (�) < criti (� + 1).

Proofs of Proposition 1 and of the upcoming Theorem 2
appear in the appendix.

So far we have looked at the properties of the protocol as
executed by a single nonfaulty process in isolation. The cor-
rectness of the algorithm depends on the relationship between
executions of different processes in the same run. The follow-
ing theorem shows the main correctness claim for ConCon,
namely that all cores agree at all times.

Theorem 2 The ConCon protocol solves the continuous
consensus problem.

More efficient implementations. In the ConCon protocol
messages are sent according to fip, so that they grow longer
over time. In many cases it is possible to derive a more space-
and communication-efficient implementation of ConCon. In
order to simulate the ConCon protocol a process i must in
particular have enough information about (knowledge regard-
ing) failures to enable the computation of the horizoni at all
points. The value of horizoni (k) depends on bi (k) which,
in turn, can be computed once i knows the sets G j (k − 1)

for all j ∈ Gi (k) (see Eq. 1). This can be achieved if, in
every round k + 1 each process i sends Gi (k − 1) to all
other processes. The set Gi (k − 1) consists of the processes
that i does not know to be faulty at time k, which is when the
round k + 1 message is prepared. This set can be encoded
as a string of n bits. Initially, process i knows of no failures.
At every time k > 0, it can compute Gi (k − 1) by detecting
a process as faulty exactly if it is either reported as faulty in
one of the G j (k − 2) it has received in round k, or if the pro-
cess in question has failed to deliver a message to i . It can be
checked that the sets Gi (k − 1) computed under this scheme
are the same as they are using fip. In order to carry out step
4 of ConCon, we must also guarantee that all information
about monitored events from E be passed to everyone. In
applications in which there are only a few interesting events
(e.g., fire alarms), representing the relevant data can be done
succinctly. It follows that there is a protocol for continuous
consensus that is equivalent to ConCon, but sends short mes-
sages and uses little space beyond that needed for the shared
core Mi [k] and the aspects of the view needed to determine
the events of �E .

4 Continuous consensus and common knowledge

We have developed the ConCon protocol using intuitions
obtained from the analysis of common knowledge in

fault-prone systems. In fact, continuous consensus is closely
related to the problem of computing common knowledge. We
now formalize this connection, and use it in order to prove
the optimality of ConCon.

The continuous consensus problem is specified in terms
of the behavior of the nonfaulty processes, and does not
require correct action from faulty ones. The analysis per-
formed in [5] (see also [4,6,12]) showed that the appropri-
ate variant of common knowledge corresponding to such a
situation is common knowledge among the set N nonfaulty
processes in the current run, for which our language has the
operator CN . We define the semantics of CN as follows.4 We
say that two points (r, m) and (r ′, m) are N-neighbors, and
write (r ′, m) ∼N (r, m), if there is some process j that is
nonfaulty in both r and r ′ for which r ′

j (m) = r j (m). The
point (r ′, m) is N-reachable from (r, m) in R, if there is
a finite sequence of points (r, m) = (r0, m), (r1, m), . . . ,

(rk, m) = (r ′, m) such that (r�, m) ∼N (r�+1, m) holds
for every 0 ≤ � < k. Thus, N -reachability is the transitive
closure of the ∼N relation. Moreover, it is an equivalence
relation that defines a partition over the points of a system R.
For all points (r ′, m) that are N -reachable from (r, m) in R,
we define:

(R, r, m) |
 CN ϕ iff (R, r ′, m) |
 ϕ for all points (r ′, m)

that are N -reachable from (r, m) in R.

Common knowledge among the nonfaulty processes turns
out to be the appropriate notion of knowledge to consider in
applications such as continuous consensus, which are defined
only in terms of the actions of nonfaulty processes. We say
that a formula ϕ is valid in R, and write R |
 ϕ, if (R, r, m) |

ϕ for all points (r, m) with r ∈ R. Recall that, by Theorem 2,
Mi [k] = M j [k] holds for every pair of nonfaulty processes
i and j . For every possible state X ⊆ E of the core, we define
a proposition Core = X that is true at a point (r, m) exactly
if Mr

i [m] = X for all nonfaulty processes i in r . We can now
show a strong connection between common knowledge and
continuous consensus:

Proposition 2 Let P be a protocol for continuous consensus
and let RP be the set of all runs of P with execution graphs
in R = R(n, t, fm, ϒ). Then for all X we have

RP |
 ((Core = X) ⇔ CN (Core = X)) .

Proof We prove that Core = X holds iff CN (Core = X))

holds. The “if” direction is trivial, since every fact that is
common knowledge is necessarily true. For the ‘only if’
direction assume that Mr

i [m] = X for all nonfaulty pro-
cesses i in r . Define the proposition p to be “Core = X”.

4 The fact that our system are synchronous in the sense of [6], meaning
that a process can always distinguish between points (r, m) and (r ′, m′)
with m �= m′, simplifies the definitions here slightly.
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It suffices to show that, for all r, r ′ ∈ R, if (r, m) ∼N (r ′, m)

and (R, r, m) |
 p then (R, r ′, m) |
 p; the claim will fol-
low by induction. Assume that (R, r, m) |
 p and (r, m) ∼N

(r ′, m). Thus, r j (m) = r ′
j (m) for some process j that is

nonfaulty in both runs. Since (R, r, m) |
 p, we have that
Core = X holds at (r, m); since j is nonfaulty it follows that,
in particular, Mr

j [m] = X . Since r j (m) = r ′
j (m), we have

that Mr ′
j [m] = X as well. Finally, since P solves continuous

consensus, we have by Consistency that Mr ′
i [m] = X for all

nonfaulty i in r ′, and hence (R, r ′, m) |
 p. ��
Proposition 2 implies that the contents of the core in any

protocol P for continuous consensus (e.g., ConCon) are
common knowledge among the nonfaulty processes at every
point. Hence, an event can be entered into the local copies
of the core only once its occurrence has become common
knowledge. We shall now argue that the ConCon protocol
places events in the cores Mi [m] as early as possible. This
will establish that ConCon is an optimum protocol for con-
tinuous consensus. More formally, we prove the following.

Theorem 3 If R is a fip system, r ∈ R, i is nonfaulty in r ,
P is a correct protocol for continuous consensus, i ’s core
at (r, m) under ConCon is MC

i [m], and i’s core under P is
MP

i [m], then MP
i [m] ⊆ MC

i [m].
In Theorem 3 we assume, without loss of generality, that

P is a fip. As Lemma 3 in the appendix shows, the same
argument holds for the general case, when P is an arbitrary
protocol. Theorem 3 shows that ConCon is optimal in terms
of recording events in the core as early as possible. We prove
the theorem by showing that the core MC

i [m] produced by
ConCon is precisely the view of the run that is common
knowledge at (r, m). Moses and Tuttle [5] completely char-
acterized the connected components of the N -reachability
relations for fip in crash and omission models, thereby char-
acterizing common knowledge as well. To set up the neces-
sary background for the proof, we now briefly review their
fixed-point construction and related characterization of com-
mon knowledge. The construction is performed individually
by every process i based on its view Vr

i (m) at a given point
(r, m). It defines a sequence of pairs (k�, S�) consisting of
a time and set of processes, for � ≥ 0. In the construction,
F� denotes the set { j : (R, r, k�) |
 DS�

( j is faulty)} of
processes known at time k� to be faulty by processes in S�.
The sets S� and F� are analogous to, but in general distinct
from, the sets Gi (k) and Bi (k) in ConCon. The construction
proceeds inductively as follows.

Base: Set k0 = m and S0 = {i}.

Inductive step: Set k�+1 = m − (t + 1 − |F�|) and
S�+1 = P \ F�.

Fig. 3 An instance of Moses and Tuttle’s fixed-point construction
by i at time m

As Moses and Tuttle show, the F�’s form a nonincreasing
sequence of sets of processes. As a result, the S�’s form a
nondecreasing sequence of sets of processes, and the k�’s
form a descending sequence of indices. Since |F�| ≤ t , for
some index h we must have that Fh = Fh−1. When this hap-
pens for the first time, the construction reaches a fixed-point,
because Sh+1 = Sh and kh+1 = kh . We use notations k̂ =
k̂(r, m) and Ŝ = Ŝ(r, m) to denote the first values kh and Sh

at which a fixed-point is reached. The construction can reach
two types of fixed-points, one in which k̂ < 0 (and Ŝ = P),
and the other in which k̂ ≥ 0. To accommodate the former
case, we define VP(m′) = λ for all m′ < 0. (Recall that λ is
used to denote the empty view.) We remark that at the fixed
point, Fh is the complement of Sh . Since S0 is a singleton
and all members of every F� are faulty, the assumption that
t ≤ n − 2 guarantees that h ≥ 1 at the fixed point.

The final step of the construction is:

Output: The view VŜ(k̂). (We denote this view by V̂i [r, m].)
As shown in [5], process i’s local state Vi (k0) at time k0

contains VS�
(k�) for all k� ≥ 0. As a result, at time k0

process i can compute facts that are distributed knowledge
among the processes in S� at time k�, and in particular can
compute F�. Let r = fip(ζ, β). When the construction is per-
formed at (r, m), the sets S� and F� depend only on the β com-
ponent (failures) in r . It follows that the final output V̂i [r, m]
of the construction depends only on β and on the restriction
of ζ (the inputs) to the nodes of V̂[r, m].5 Figure 3 illustrates
an example computation of the fixed-point construction.

The fixed-point construction is shown to characterize the
N -reachability relation (and hence also the common knowl-
edge) in the crash and omission models:

5 We shall denote by V̂[r, m] the view V̂ j [r, m] obtained by the non-

faulty processes j in r , since V̂ j [r, m] is the same for all nonfaulty
processes j , by Proposition 3.
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Proposition 3 (Moses and Tuttle) If r and r ′ are runs of a
fip system R, i is a nonfaulty process in r , and j a nonfaul-
ty process in r ′, then (r ′, m) is N-reachable from (r, m) iff
V̂ j [r ′, m] = V̂i [r, m].

In other words, Proposition 3 states that the fixed-point
construction performed by a nonfaulty process i at (r, m)

outputs the same view as the one it outputs for any non-
faulty process at any point in the N -connected component
of (r, m). Proposition 3 thus implies that, in a precise sense,
V̂[r, m] summarizes and uniquely determines the set of facts
that are common knowledge at any given point (r, m). As a
result, we can show that only input events of E that appear in
V̂ are common knowledge among the nonfaulty processes:

Corollary 1 If q ∈ �E , P is a fip, and i is nonfaulty in r ,
then (RP, r, m) |
 CN q iff q ∈ E(V̂i [r, m]).
Proof Fix r = fip(ζ, β) ∈ R and m ≥ 0, let i be non-
faulty in r , let q ∈ �E , and let V = V̂i [r, m]. To prove
the ‘if’ direction, assume that q ∈ E(V). By Proposition 3,
V = V̂ j (r ′, m) for every nonfaulty processor j at a point
(r ′, m) that is N -reachable from (r, m). It follows that V is
contained in Gr ′

, and q ∈ E(V) implies that (R, r ′, m) |
 q.
Since this holds for all points (r ′, m) that are N -reachable
from (r, m), we have that (R, r, m) |
 CN q. For the ‘only
if’ direction, assume that q /∈ E(V). By definition of E(V),
it follows that (R, r ′, m) �|
 q for some run r ′ = fip(ζ ′, β ′)
whose execution graph contains V. In particular, ζ and ζ ′
agree on the inputs at the nodes of V. Consider the run r ′′ =
fip(ζ ′, β) with the same failure pattern (β) as in r , and the
same external inputs (ζ ′) as in r ′. The assumption that inputs
in R = R(n, t, fm, ϒ) are independent of failures and of
each other ensures that r ′′ ∈ R. Since q ∈ �E , it depends
only on the external inputs. Since (R, r ′, m) �|
 q, and the
fact that r ′′ shares ζ ′ with r ′ implies that (R, r ′′, m) �|
 q.
Recall that the nodes and edges of the execution graph in
V = V̂i [r, m] depend only on the failure pattern β. Moreover,
since r and r ′′ share the same failure pattern β, process i is
nonfaulty in r ′′ just as it is in r . Since, in addition, ζ ′ agrees
with ζ on the inputs assigned to nodes of V, it follows that
V̂[r ′′, m] = V = V̂[r, m]. Proposition 3 implies that (r ′′, m)

is N -reachable from (r, m). Hence, from (R, r ′′, m) �|
 q we
obtain that (R, r, m) �|
 CN q, and we are done. ��

Based on this characterization, we can prove our claim
that ConCon is optimal:

Proof of Theorem 3 Fix a run r of fip. We will abuse nota-
tion slightly and denote the runs of both P and ConCon
with execution graph Gr by the same name r , and V̂[r, m]
by V̂. By Proposition 2, the events in MP

i [m] are common
knowledge. By definition of the core, MP

i [m] ⊆ �E . Hence,

Corollary 1 implies that MP
i [m] ⊆ E(V̂). We will show that

V̂ is contained in VG(c)(c) for c = critri (m). Since MC
i [m] =

E(VG(c)(c)), this will imply that MC
i [m] ⊇ E(V̂) ⊇ MP

i [m],
from which the claim follows. The case in which V̂ = λ is
immediate, since λ is by definition contained in all views,
including VG(c)(c). It remains to consider the case in which
V̂ �= λ. In this case, let k̂ = kh and Ŝ = Sh be the fixed-
point values in the Moses and Tuttle construction performed
in the run r . Since V̂ �= λ we have that k̂ ≥ 0. Moreover,
recall that the construction ends with h ≥ 1 since t ≤ n − 2.
Since kh is the first place at which a fixed-point is obtained,
we obtain that kh < kh−1 ≤ k0. Observe that the sets F� in
the fixed-point construction contain only faulty processes.
Since i ∈ S0 and i is nonfaulty, it follows that i ∈ S�

for every � ≤ h. In particular, i ∈ Sh−1. By definition
of Sh and Fh−1, we have that Sh = { j : (R, r, kh−1) |

¬DSh−1( j is faulty)}. Since i ∈ Sh−1, we have in particu-
lar that (R, r, kh−1) |
 ¬Ki ( j is faulty), for all j ∈ Sh . It
follows that Sh ⊆ Gi (kh−1 − 1), where Gi is the set of
good processes according to i in ConCon. From kh < kh−1

we have that kh ≤ kh−1 − 1. The perfect recall property of
the fip implies that the sets Gi (k) are monotonically nonin-
creasing. Thus, Sh ⊆ Gi (kh−1 − 1) ⊆ Gi (kh). It follows
that Bi (kh) ⊇ Fh , and hence also that bi (kh) ≥ |Fh |. Since
kh = k̂ is the fixed point, we have that kh = m−(t +1−|Fh |)
and hence m = kh + t +1−|Fh |. By definition of ConCon,
horizoni (kh) = kh + t + 1 − bi (kh). Since bi (kh) ≥ |Fh |,
we obtain that horizoni (kh) ≤ m. By Proposition 1(a) we
have that critri (m) ≥ k̂. It follows that VG(c)(c) ⊇ V̂ and we
are done. ��

Extending the core. So far, the monitored events that we
allowed (which we identified with the propositions in �E )
have been facts about the external inputs to the system. This
is reasonable because such facts are independent of the proto-
col used to implement continuous consensus, and such events
allow us to monitor information that is relevant in a broad
range of applications. It is possible, however, to extend the
core and allow it to monitor events that are concerned with
the failure pattern as well as the external inputs. (Recall that
in the context of a fip fixing the input assignment and fail-
ure pattern completely determines the run.) We say that a
proposition p ∈ � is objective if its truth depends on the
failure pattern and input assignment of the run, that is, if
there is a set Tp of pairs (ζ, β) such that, for every run
r ′ = fip(ζ ′, β ′) and time m′, we have that (R, r ′, m′) |
 p
iff (ζ ′, β ′) ∈ Tp. In particular, an objective proposition is
independent of time. Notice that the propositions in �E ,
which depend on the external input component, ζ , of the run
are by definition, objective propositions. Note that an objec-
tive proposition has the same truth value in runs of different
protocols, because Tp is independent of the protocol being
followed.
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We can now define an extended continuous consensus
problem, whose specification differs from the original prob-
lem only in that the core consists of a set �′

E ⊆ � of objective
facts. The proof of Theorem 2 shows that the view VGi (c)(c)
computed by a nonfaulty process i in the ConCon protocol
at a point (r, k) is shared among the nonfaulty processes, and
hence contained in V̂i [r, k]. The proof of Theorem 3 shows
that VGi (c)(c) contains V̂i [r, k]. Thus, the ConCon proto-
col executed at nonfaulty processes in fact computes V̂[r, k]
at each point (r, k). The information in V̂[r, k] can imply
that certain processes are faulty, and that particular mes-
sages were sent successfully in the run while others were
not. By Proposition 2, all of this information is common
knowledge at (r, k). But there may be (objective) facts about
the failure pattern that are common knowledge at (r, k) and
do not appear explicitly in V[r, k]. For example, there are no
explicit failures and/or successful message deliveries in the
empty view λ. Nevertheless, if, for example, V̂i [r, 3] = λ

then, among other things, the nonfaulty processes did not
discover t failures in the first round. This translates into an
objective fact q about the run. And since, as shown in Propo-
sition 2, the identity of V̂[r, k] for the nonfaulty processes is
common knowledge, CN q would hold at (r, 3) in this case.
In order to obtain an optimum solution for the extended con-
tinuous consensus problem, we need to add this type of fact
to the core. We do this by replacing the definition of E(V)

used in ConCon by

E ′(V, k) � {q ∈ �′
E : (R, r, k) |
 q for all points (r, k)

such that V̂[r, k] = V}
We use ConCon′ to denote the protocol obtained from

ConCon by replacing E(λ) by E ′(λ, k) and E(VGi (c)(c)) by
E ′(VGi (c)(c), k) on line 5. Since ConCon′ computes the view
V̂[r, m] at every point (r, m), we obtain an analogue of Cor-
ollary 1 for arbitrary objective propositions in �′

E . An anal-
ogous proof to that of Theorem 3 can now be shown to yield:

Corollary 2 ConCon′ is an optimum protocol for the exten-
ded continuous consensus problem.

5 Uniform continuous consensus

The continuous consensus problem specifies constraints only
on the cores of nonfaulty processes, guaranteeing nothing
about faulty ones. Observe, however, that failures in our mod-
els are not considered malicious—there is no lying and faulty
behavior is closely related to crashing or communication mal-
function. It is thus natural to consider a stronger version of
the problem, which we call uniform continuous consensus
(UCC). As mentioned in the introduction, the specification
of UCC is similar to that of CC, except that Accuracy and

Consistency are required to hold for arbitrary processes and
not just for nonfaulty ones. Completeness, however, is still
restricted to events that are known to nonfaulty processes: If
an event e ∈ E is known to a nonfaulty process j at any point,
then e ∈ Mi [k] must hold (for all processes i , of course) at
some time k. We would expect a solution to UCC to be similar
in spirit to ConCon, because the failures we consider only
affect the ability of a process to send messages, so that even
faulty processes receive all incoming messages. In this sec-
tion we consider how the ConCon protocol can be modified
to obtain UniConCon, an optimal protocol for UCC.

As shown in [3,6], simultaneously consistent behavior
by all participants is closely related to (standard) common
knowledge among all processes, which we shall denote by C .
This is the traditional notion equivalent to an infinite conjunc-
tion of “everybody knows”; we briefly review the semantic
definition here. We say that the point (r ′, m) is reachable
from (r, m) in R if there is a finite sequence of points of R
(r, m) = (r0, m), . . . , (rk, m) = (r ′, m) such that for every
0 ≤ � < k there is some j = j� for which r�

j (m) = r�+1
j (m).

It is well-known that (R, r, m) |
 Cϕ iff (R, r ′, m′) |
 ϕ

for all points (r ′, m′) that are reachable from (r, m) in R (see,
e.g., [3,6]). Common knowledge and UCC are related in the
same way as CN and continuous consensus are, and a result
analogous to Proposition 2 holds. Neiger and Tuttle [12]
show that in our settings (crash and omission failure models)
the two notions of common knowledge coincide:

Theorem 4 (Neiger and Tuttle) R |
 (Cϕ ⇔ CN ϕ) for
every formula ϕ and fip system R.

Intuitively, the claim of Theorem 4 can be explained by
the fact that failures in these models affect only the ability of
a process to send messages; even faulty processes receive all
incoming messages.

A natural question in light of Theorem 4 is whether Con-
Con itself solves the UCC problem. Unfortunately, it does
not. The problem with using ConCon is that a faulty process
x might know of failures at time k but not tell the nonfaulty
processes. If x ∈ Gx (k), then these failures will be counted in
bx (k) and will therefore play a role in determining horizonx

(k), but if x is silent from round k + 1 on, for example, then
these failures will not affect the calculations of other pro-
cesses. An inconsistency between x’s core and those of the
nonfaulty processes will arise as a consequence.

A protocol for UCC

We now present a variant of ConCon, called UniConCon,
that solves the UCC problem. The UniConCon protocol is
based on the following intuition. Whether or not a process
x is faulty, it is still guaranteed in our models to receive all
messages that are sent to it. Moreover, if g ∈ Gx (k), then no
nonfaulty process has discovered that g is faulty by time k−1.
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Fig. 4 Process x’s computation in UniConCon

The information available to g at time k − 2 has thus been
transmitted to the (truly) nonfaulty processes in round k − 1,
and they are guaranteed to relay it to x (and to all other pro-
cesses) in round k. Hence, a possibly faulty process x can
simulate in round k what a nonfaulty process g would com-
pute two rounds earlier. As a result, it is possible to design
a uniform protocol that mimics the behavior of ConCon as
long as the distance to the horizon is three rounds or more.
Special care needs to be taken when the distance to the hori-
zon becomes two rounds or one.

In this section we use i, j, x, z, g ∈ P to denote processes
in our system, such that i and j are nonfaulty processes, x and
z are potentially faulty processes, and g is a good process.6

The UniConCon protocol is given in Fig. 4. We
distinguish the values of Latesti , criti and Mi computed in
ConCon from the corresponding values computed in Uni-
ConCon by adding the superscript u to instances of the latter.
On line 2 of the protocol, the process x chooses an arbi-
trary member g of Gx (k − 1) whose computation in round
k −2 of ConCon process x will simulate in round k.7 Notice
that horizong(k − 3) is available to x in round k because
x’s local state has a copy of Vg(k − 2) (since otherwise
g /∈ Gx (k − 1)). Lines 4, 5 and 6 of UniConCon play
the same role as lines 3, 4 and 5 of ConCon, respectively.
On lines 3 and 4 of UniConCon process x simulates what
a nonfaulty process would have computed two rounds ear-
lier. Line 5 computes the critical time, distinguishing three

6 Good here stands simply for the fact that g ∈ Gx (k) for some pro-
cess x at a certain time k of interest.
7 A process x can choose itself as g as long as x ∈ Gx (k − 1), so that
x does not know that it is faulty.

distinct cases: there are special tests for whether the critical
time is one or two rounds back; when neither is the case,
the process uses the critical time obtained by simulating the
critical round that a seemingly nonfaulty process would com-
pute in ConCon. Finally, line 6 computes the core in much
the same way as in ConCon.

The correctness claim for UniConCon is summarized by
the following theorem:

Theorem 5 Fix a run r in a fip system R. Let i be a nonfa-
ulty process in r , let x be an arbitrary process, and let k ≥ 1.
Then Mu

x [k] = Mi [k].
The proof of Theorem 5 as well as intermediate lemmas

used in its proof are presented in Appendix C. An immediate
corollary of Theorems 4 and 5 is

Corollary 3 UniConCon is an optimum protocol for Uni-
form Continuous Consensus.

6 Conclusions

This paper considered the continuous consensus problem,
which generalizes a variety of problems involving simulta-
neous coordination in fault-prone systems. Two variants were
considered and solved, one in which consistency is required
only among nonfaulty processes and the other being the uni-
form variant ensuring consistency among arbitrary pairs of
processes. A striking aspect of the solutions is their sim-
plicity: At every round, each process updates a single value
based on a straightforward computation. Moreover, while the
solutions are stated in the context of the full-information pro-
tocol, they can be implemented in a more efficient manner.
The problems are closely related to that of computing what
is common knowledge at any given point. The optimality of
the solutions is shown using the characterization of common
knowledge given by Moses and Tuttle [5] and the equivalence
between C and CN proved by Neiger and Tuttle [12].

It is instructive to note that while the ConCon protocol is
conceptually simple, it is optimal in a very strong sense (as
were the more complex and the slightly more restricted proto-
cols developed in [4,5]). Moreover, ConCon makes essential
use of the sets Gi (k) and Bi (k) of good and bad processes,
whose definition is based on subtle knowledge-based prop-
erties. This is another illustration of the added value afforded
by reasoning about knowledge in the design and analysis of
distributed protocols.

This paper bridges a gap between the analysis of common
knowledge with crash failures in [4] and that for omission
failures in [5]. In the case of crash failures, clean rounds are
rounds in which no new failures are discovered. As shown
in [4], clean rounds play an important role in the analysis
of common knowledge there. The situation in the omission
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model seemed less transparent. The Moses-Tuttle [5] fixed-
point construction did not suggest a similar notion. Indeed,
as we discussed in Sect. 3, there can be an arbitrary delay
between the time a failure is first discovered in this model
and the time at which this information may affect the set of
facts that are common knowledge. The connection between
fault discovery and common knowledge seemed much less
clear. The ConCon and UniConCon protocols presented in
this paper, do, however, suggest a natural generalization of
clean rounds to the omission model. We can define round k
to be clean in this case if bi (k − 1) = bi (k) holds for every
nonfaulty process i . Thus, it is not the discovery of a failure
in a round that makes it dirty; rather, a round is dirty if, for
some process z, it is the first round in which z’s failure is
reported by a process that is trusted by some nonfaulty pro-
cess. It can be shown that if criti (m) �= −1 then the value of
criti (m), as well as the fact that criti (m)+1 is a clean round,
become common knowledge at time m.

Finally, our algorithms shed light on the distinction
between evidence supplied by processes that are known to
be faulty and ones that are not. Recall that failures in the
models we considered are benign. No process ever deviates
from the protocol by sending incorrect messages. Thus, every
piece of information obtained from a process can be trusted.
Nevertheless, the computation of the horizon by process i
in round k, and thus ultimately the times at which common
knowledge is obtained, depends only on the set Bi (k − 1).
Thus, despite the fact that information from faulty processes
is correct, this central computation considers only failures
reported by potentially nonfaulty processes. This distinction
seems an essential aspect of the evolution of common knowl-
edge over time in these models.
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Appendix A: Correctness proofs for CONCON

This appendix consists of the proofs of correctness of the
ConCon algorithm. We start with the following technical
lemma, based on Observation 1.

Lemma 1 If k < k′ and horizoni (k) ≤ � < horizoni (k′),
then there exists a time k̂ with k ≤ k̂ < k′ such that (a)
horizoni (k̂) = � and (b) horizoni (k̂ + 1) = � + 1.

Proof Assume that k < k′ and horizoni (k) ≤ � < horizoni

(k′). By Observation 1(ii), the function horizoni can advance
only in steps of one. Hence, horizoni (k′′) = � for some
intermediate time k ≤ k′′ < k′, establishing part (a) of the
claim. Let k̂ = max{k′′ : k′′ < k′ and horizoni (k′′) = �}.

We claim that horizoni (k̂ + 1) > horizoni (k̂). By defini-
tion of k̂, we have that horizoni (k̂ + 1) �= �. Recall that
horizoni (k′) > � and k̂ < k′. Hence, if horizoni (k̂ +1) < �

then k̂ + 1 < k′. We can now apply part (a) to k̂ + 1 < k′
to obtain that horizoni (h) = � for some h such that k̂ +
1 ≤ h < �. This contradicts the maximality of k̂. It follows
that horizoni (k̂ + 1) > �. Finally, since horizoni (k̂ + 1) >

horizoni (k̂), we have by Observation 1(ii) that horizoni (k̂ +
1) = horizoni (k̂) + 1, and we are done. ��
Proof of Proposition 1 For part (a), assume that horizoni

(m)≤�. Since horizoni (�) > � we have by Lemma 1(a) that
horizoni (k̂) = � for some k̂ such that m ≤ k̂ < �. In particu-
lar, Latesti [�] = k̂ ≥ m after line 3 is executed in round k̂+1.
Since k̂ < �, we have that k̂ + 1 ≤ �. Moreover, since the
value of Latesti [�] is nondecreasing in time, it follows that
Latesti [�] ≥ k̂ when line 4 is reached in round �. It now fol-
lows by line 4 that criti (�) ≥ k̂ ≥ m, proving part (a). For
part (b), assume that criti (�) = m �= −1. Then, from the def-
inition of horizoni (m), we have that horizoni (m) = �. Since
horizoni (�) > �, we have by Lemma 1(b) that there exists k̂
such that m ≤ k̂ < � and horizoni (k̂ +1) = �+1. Applying
part (a) we obtain that criti (�+1) ≥ k̂ +1. Since m ≤ k̂, we
have that k̂ + 1 > m, and thus criti (� + 1) > m = criti (�),
which completes the proof. ��
Proof of Theorem 2 Since Mi [�] is a view of the run, all
events in Mi [�] have occurred, and thus the Accuracy prop-
erty holds. Completeness requires every q ∈ �E that is
known to a nonfaulty process j will eventually appear in Mi [�].
Suppose that K j q holds no later than time k. Notice that
j ∈ Gi (k) for every nonfaulty process i , since j is nonfaulty.
By definition, horizoni (k) ≤ k + t +1, and Proposition 1(a)
implies that criti (k + t + 1) ≥ k. It follows that E(V j (k))

will be contained in Mi [k + t +1]. In particular, we have that
q ∈ Mi [k + t + 1], and we have Completeness.

Finally, for Consistency, we need to show that Mi [�] =
M j [�] for all times � ≥ 0 and nonfaulty processes i and j .
The variable criti (�) is assigned the value of Latesti [�] in
round � by line 4. Lines 0 and 3 guarantee that Latesti [m] ≥
−1 and Latest j [m] ≥ −1 holds for all indices m at all times.
It follows that criti (�) ≥ −1. We distinguish two cases. First
suppose that criti (�) = crit j (�) = −1. In this case we have
by line 5 and the fact that criti (�) = crit j (�) = −1 that
Mi [�] = M j [�] = λ as desired. Second, suppose with-
out loss of generality that m = criti (�) �= −1. We claim
that G j (m) ⊇ Gi (m) and crit j (�) ≥ criti (�). If G j (m) �⊇
Gi (m), then j knows at time m + 1 of some z ∈ Gi (m)

that is faulty. Since j is nonfaulty, j ∈ Gi (m + 1), and
hence z ∈ Bi (m + 1) so that bi (m + 1) > bi (m) and
horizoni (m + 1) ≤ horizoni (m) = �. It follows from Prop-
osition 1(a) that criti (�) ≥ m + 1, contradicting the assump-
tion that criti (�) = m. Since G j (m) ⊇ Gi (m), it follows that
VGi (m)(m) ⊆ VG j (m)(m) and hence that B j (m) ⊇ Bi (m).
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This implies that b j (m) ≥ bi (m), and thus horizon j (m) ≤
horizoni (m). Again by Proposition 1(a) we can conclude
that crit j (�) ≥ m = criti (�), and the claim is established.
Moreover, since criti (�) > −1, it follows that crit j (�) �= −1.
Applying this argument to j instead of i , we obtain also
that G j (m) ⊆ Gi (m) and crit j (�) ≤ criti (�). We thus
have that criti (�) = crit j (�) and that Gi (m) = G j (m).
Finally, since Gi (m) = G j (m), we have by line 5 that
Mi [�] = VGi (m)(m) = VG j (m)(m) = M j [�] and we are
done. ��

Appendix B: Optimality of CONCON revisited

In Theorem 3 we showed that MP
i [m] ⊆ MC

i [m] holds for
a fip P. In Lemma 3 we shall show that the same argument
holds for an arbitrary protocol. Intuitively, since a full infor-
mation protocol requires that all processes send all of the
information available to them in every round, one would
expect this protocol to give each process as much infor-
mation about events in the system as any protocol could.
Thus we expect that the core of a fip will include at least
as much information as that of any other protocol given the
exact same environment. We start by quoting the following
lemma from [5], which we need in our proof.

Lemma 2 (Moses and Tuttle) If ϕ ∈ �E , r is a run of a fip P,
r ′ is a run of an arbitrary protocol P with the same execution
graph as r (i.e., Gr = Gr ′

), and (RP , r ′, m) |
 CN ϕ, then
(RP, r, m) |
 CN ϕ.

The following lemma is a corollary of Theorem 3, which
refers to an arbitrary protocol, P , rather than a fip protocol.

Lemma 3 If r ′ is a run of an arbitrary protocol P that solves
continuous consensus, then MP

i [m] ⊆ MC
i [m] for all m.

Proof Define a run r of a fip P such that Gr = Gr ′
. We have

to show that for any primitive fact ϕ, if ϕ ∈ MP
i [m], then

ϕ ∈ MC
i [m]. Assume that ϕ ∈ MP

i [m]. By Proposition 2 we
have that the content of MP

i [m] is common knowledge, and
thus in particular we have that (RP , r ′, m) |
 CN ϕ. Then,
by Lemma 2 we have that (RP, r, m) |
 CN ϕ, which implies
that ϕ appears in V̂i [r, m]. The proof of Theorem 3 shows
that V̂i [r, m] ⊆ MC

i [m] for every full-information-protocol
P, i.e., that all the primitive facts that are common knowledge
in r appear in the core, and thus we have that ϕ ∈ MC

i [m],
and we are done. ��

Appendix C: Correctness proofs for UNICONCON

In this section we prove Theorem 5. The first part of the
proof is broken down into a number of claims. In the techni-
cal development below, keep in mind that the value of every

horizon j (m) is a function of the fip execution and the values
of j and m, but not of the consensus protocol being followed
(whether ConCon or UniConCon).

Lemma 4 Let x ∈ P, m ≥ 0 and g, g′ ∈ Gx (m + 2). If
horizong(m) �= horizong′(m), then
horizong(m + 1) ≤ min

i∈{g,g′}
horizoni (m).

Proof The fact that horizong(m) �= horizong′(m) implies
that either horizong(m) < horizong′(m) or horizong(m) >

horizong′(m). We consider each case separately. Assume
that horizong(m) < horizong′(m). From the definition of
horizon we have that bg(m) > bg′(m). It follows from the
definitions of Bg(m) and Bg′(m) that there exists a process
z ∈ Gg(m) such that z /∈ Gg′(m). Since g, g′ ∈ Gx (m + 2),
process g receives a message from g′ in round m + 2, since
otherwise g would tell x in round m + 3 that g′ has failed
to send a message, and we would have g′ �∈ Gx (m + 2).
It follows that g learns of z’s failure from g′ in round m +
2, so z ∈ Bg(m + 1). It follows that at the end of round
m + 2 we have that bg(m + 1) ≥ bg(m) + 1, and we obtain
horizong(m + 1) ≤ horizong(m). Since bg(m) > bg′(m),
and since bg(m) is a nondecreasing function of m, we also
have that bg(m + 1) ≥ bg′(m) + 1, so horizong(m + 1) ≤
horizong′(m).

Now assume that horizong(m) > horizong′(m). Again,
from the definition of horizon, we have that bg(m) < bg′(m).
It follows from the definitions of Bg(m) and Bg′(m) that there
exists a process z ∈ Gg′(m) such that z /∈ Gg(m). Once
again, since g, g′ ∈ Gx (m + 2), in particular g receives a
message from g′ in all rounds up to m + 2, and thus g′ ∈
Gg(m + 1). Since Bg(m + 1) is based on the distributed
knowledge of processes in Gg(m + 1) at time m + 1, in par-
ticular Bg(m + 1) includes all processes known by g′ at time
m + 1 to be bad. Thus we have Bg′(m) ⊆ Bg(m + 1). Since
g ∈ Gx (m + 2), it must be the case that g ∈ Gg(m + 1),
since otherwise x would learn of g being faulty in round
m + 3. It follows that z’s failure is distributed knowledge at
time m + 1 among the processes in Gg(m + 1), and thus by
the definition of Bg(m + 1), we have that z ∈ Bg(m + 1).
Since Bg′(m) ⊆ Bg(m + 1) and z ∈ Bg(m + 1), it fol-
lows that bg(m + 1) ≥ bg′(m) + 1, and thus horizong(m +
1) ≤ horizong′(m). Since horizong′(m) < horizong(m) by
assumption, we have horizong(m + 1) ≤ horizong(m), and
we are done. ��

The next two lemmas provide the formal justification for
the choice of critical time in the first two cases of line 5 of
the UniConCon protocol, where critux is not chosen accord-
ing to the value of Latest u

x [k]. The first captures the fact that
once the horizon is one round away for at least one process,
all t faulty processes are known to the nonfaulty processes,
and the identity of the faulty processes becomes common
knowledge.
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Lemma 5 If r is a run, x, z ∈ P, and k ≥ 1, then

(a) if horizonx (k −1) = k then Gz(k −1) = Gx (k −1);
(b) horizonx (k − 1) = k iff horizonz(k − 1) = k.

Proof By definition of horizon, we have that horizonx

(k − 1) = k + t − bx (k − 1). Hence, if horizonx (k − 1) = k
then bx (k−1) = t . Let Gx = Gx (k−1) and Bx = Bx (k−1).
By the definition of Bx (k − 1) and the fact that t is an upper
bound on the number of faulty processes, it follows that

(R, r, k − 1) |
 DGx ( the set of faulty processes is Bx )

and

(R, r, k − 1) |
 DGx ( the set of nonfaulty

processes is Gx ).

Every set Gz(m) is guaranteed to contain all nonfaulty pro-
cesses in r . Since Gx = Gx (k − 1) is the set of nonfaulty
processes, it follows that Gz(k − 1) ⊇ Gx (k − 1) = Gx .
As a result, the two facts above are distributed knowledge
among the processes in Gz(k −1) as well. Since Gz(k −1)∩
Bz(k − 1) = ∅, we conclude that Bz(k − 1) = Bx (k − 1)

and Gz(k − 1) = Gx (k − 1). The latter yields part (a) of
the claim. By the former, we have that bz(k − 1) = t and so
horizonz(k − 1) = k. This establishes the only if direction
of the claim in part (b). Switching the roles of x and z in the
proof yields the other direction of (b) and we are done. ��
Lemma 6 If r is a run, i, x and g are processes such that i
is nonfaulty in r , and g ∈ Gx (k − 1), k ≥ 2, and horizonx

(k − 1) �= k, then

(a) if horizong(k −2) = k then Gg(k −2) = Gi (k −2);
(b) horizong(k − 2) = k iff horizoni (k − 2) = k.

Proof of 6(a) Since i is nonfaulty, we have that i, g ∈ Gx

(k − 1), and thus the round k messages of both g and i are
received by x . Assume, by way of contradiction, that Gg

(k − 2) �= Gi (k − 2). There are two possible cases:

(1) Gg(k − 2) \ Gi(k − 2) �= ∅ : Let z ∈ Gg(k − 2) \
Gi (k − 2). By the definition of Gg(k − 2), since z ∈
Gg(k − 2), we have that z /∈ Bg(k − 2). Recall that
Bx (k − 1) is computed according to the distributed
knowledge of processes in Gx (k − 1). Since i, g ∈
Gx (k − 1), we have that Bx (k − 1) includes all pro-
cesses known to either i or g at time k−1 to be bad. Thus
Bg(k − 2) ⊆ Bx (k − 1) and z ∈ Bx (k − 1). Now since
z /∈ Bg(k−2), we have that Bx (k−1) = Bg(k−2)∪{z}.
Since horizong(k−2) = k by assumption, we have that
horizong(k−2) = (k−2) + t+1 − bg(k−2) = k, and
thus bg(k −2) = t −1. Hence we have that bx (k −1) =
bg(k − 2) + 1 = (t − 1) + 1 = t . It now follows that

horizonx (k − 1) = (k − 1) + t + 1 − bx (k − 1) = k,
contradicting the assumption that horizonx (k−1) �= k.

(2) Gi(k − 2) \ Gg(k − 2) �= ∅ : Let z ∈ Gi (k − 2) \
Gg(k −2). We consider two subcases. If z /∈ Bg(k −2),
then we reach a contradiction using essentially the same
argument as in (1). If, however, z ∈ Bg(k − 2), then
z’s faulty behavior is distributed knowledge among the
processes in Gg(k − 2), and thus at time k − 2 some
process z′ ∈ Gg(k − 2) knows that z is faulty. It is
easy to see that z′ fails to send its messages to i in
round k − 1, since had it successfully sent to i , process
i would have known that z was faulty, and we would
have z /∈ Gi (k − 2). Since z′ fails to send to i in round
k −1, we have z′ /∈ Gi (k −2). Since z′ ∈ Gg(k −2), by
the definition of Gg(k −2) we have that z′ /∈ Bg(k −2).
Again, as in (1), since i, g ∈ Gx (k − 1), we have that
Bx (k−1) includes all processes known to either i or g at
time k −1 to be bad. Thus Bx (k −1) = Bg(k −2)∪{z′},
and again we have bx (k − 1) = t , which implies that
horizonx (k − 1) = (k − 1) + t + 1 − bx (k − 1) = k,
contradicting the assumption that horizonx (k−1) �= k.

Proof of 6(b) For part (b), our proof consists of two parts:

(1) Assuming that horizong(k − 2)= k we show that
horizoni (k−2) = horizong(k−2). Assume, by way of
contradiction, that horizoni (k −2) �= horizong(k −2),
i.e., either horizoni (k − 2) < horizong(k − 2) or
horizoni (k − 2) > horizong(k − 2). We handle the
two cases separately.

horizoni (k−2) < horizong(k−2): We are assuming
in (b) that horizong(k − 2) = k. Thus, if horizoni (k −
2)< horizong(k − 2), then it must be the case that
horizoni (k − 2) ≤ k − 1. By definition of horizon,
and since the number of bad processes is bounded by
t , we have horizoni (k − 2) = (k − 2) + t + 1 −
bi (k − 2) ≥ (k − 2) + t + 1 − t = k − 1. Since both
horizoni (k − 2) ≤ k − 1 and horizoni (k − 2) ≥ k − 1,
we have that horizoni (k − 2) = k − 1. Since, by defi-
nition, horizoni (k − 2) = (k − 2) + t + 1 − bi (k − 2),
we have that bi (k − 2) = t . From the definition of
Bi (k −2), we have that Bi (k −2) ⊆ Bi (k −1), and thus
bi (k − 2) ≤ bi (k − 1). It follows that bi (k − 1) = t ,
and thus horizoni (k − 1) = k. By Lemma 5(b), we
obtain that horizonx (k − 1) = k, which contradicts the
assumption that horizonx (k − 1) �= k.

horizoni (k − 2) > horizong(k − 2): By the defini-
tion of horizon, it follows that bi (k −2) < bg(k −2). It
then follows that Bi (k −2) �= Bg(k −2), and thus from
the definitions of Bi (k − 2) and Bg(k − 2) we have that
Gi (k −2) �= Gg(k −2), although horizong(k −2) = k
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by assumption, which contradicts part (a). We have
shown that if horizong(k − 2) = k then horizoni (k −
2) = k.

(2) For the second half of the proof, we assume that horizoni

(k − 2) = k; we have to show that horizoni (k − 2) =
horizong(k − 2). Again, we assume by way of contra-
diction that horizoni (k − 2) �= horizong(k − 2), and
consider two cases.

horizoni (k − 2) > horizong(k − 2): The proof is
similar to the first half of (1); we omit details here.

horizoni (k −2) < horizong(k −2): By assumption,
we have that horizoni (k − 2) = k, and thus it is easy to
see from the definition of horizon that bi (k−2) = t−1.
Since horizoni (k − 2) < horizong(k − 2), by the def-
inition of horizon we have that bi (k − 2) > bg(k − 2).
Hence there exists a process z ∈ Bi (k − 2) \ Bg(k − 2).
Thus z’s faulty behavior is distributed knowledge among
the processes in Gi (k − 2), and thus at time k − 2
some process z′ ∈ Gi (k − 2) knows that z is faulty.
Since z /∈ Bg(k − 2), it follows that z′ /∈ Gg(k − 2),
since otherwise the faulty behavior of z would be dis-
tributed knowledge among Gg(k − 2), and we would
have z ∈ Bg(k − 2). Since z′ ∈ Gi (k − 2), by the defi-
nition of Gi (k − 2), we have that z′ /∈ Bi (k − 2). Since
i, g ∈ Gx (k − 1), we have that Bx (k − 1) includes
all processes known to either i or g at time k − 1 to
be bad. As we have seen, z′ /∈ Bi (k − 2), and thus
Bx (k−1) = Bi (k−2)∪{z′}. It follows that bx (k−1) =
bi (k − 2) + 1 = (t − 1) + 1 = t , which implies that
horizonx (k − 1) = (k − 1) + t + 1 − bx (k − 1) = k,
contradicting the assumption that horizonx (k−1) �= k.

��

We are now ready to prove that the critical time critux (k)

chosen in UniConCon by an arbitrary process x is the same
as the corresponding time criti (k) that is chosen in the same
fip execution by a nonfaulty process in the ConCon protocol.

Lemma 7 If i is a nonfaulty process in r , x is an arbitrary
process, k ≥ 1, g ∈ Gx (k − 1), horizonx (k − 1) �= k, and
horizong(k − 2) �= k, then critux (k) = criti (k).

Proof First, if 1 ≤ k ≤ 2, we obtain that Latest u
x [k] = − 1.

Lemmas 5 and 6 imply that it must be the case that Latesti
[k] = −1 as well. In the rest of the proof we assume k ≥ 3.

Let m = criti (k). By lines 3 and 4 of ConCon, it follows
that k = horizoni (m). By Lemma 6(b), horizong′(k − 2) =
k iff horizoni (k−2) = k for all g′ ∈ Gx (k−1). Hence, since
horizonx (k − 1) �= k and horizong(k − 2) �= k, we have
that critux (k) is assigned Latest u

x [k] in the third case of line 5
in UniConCon. By line 5 of the protocol, we thus have that

critux (k) ≤ k − 3. Also notice that horizoni (k − 1) �= k and
horizoni (k −2) �= k by Lemmas 5(b) and 6(b), respectively,
and thus criti (k) ≤ k − 3.

We claim that critux (k) = criti (k). Assume, by way of con-
tradiction, that critux (k) �= criti (k). We consider two cases.

− First, suppose that critux (k) < criti (k). We claim that
horizong(m) = horizoni (m) for all g ∈ Gx (m + 2).
Assume, again by way of contradiction that horizong

(m) �= horizoni (m). Then we have by Lemma 4 that
horizoni (m + 1) ≤ horizoni (m). By assumption, m =
criti (k), and in particular horizoni (m) = k. It follows
that horizoni (m + 1) ≤ k. By Proposition 1(a) we have
that criti (k) ≥ m + 1, which contradicts the assumption
that m = criti (k). We have proved that horizong(m) = k
for all g ∈ Gx (m + 2), and thus in round m + 3 when
process x executes line 4 of UniConCon, it assigns the
value m to Latest u

x [k]. Notice that Latest u
x [k] may be

updated again on line 4 of the protocol at a later round
� > m + 3, but it can then be assigned only values
� − 3 > m. It follows that Latest u

x [k] ≥ m. Recall that
we have shown that criti (k) ≤ k − 3, which implies that
k ≥ m+3. Since Latest u

x [k] ≥ m holds at time m+3 and
at any later time, it follows that critux (k) ≥ m = criti (k),
contradicting the assumption that critux (k) < criti (k).

− Now suppose that critux (k) > criti (k). Let critux (k) =
mu > −1. Thus by lines 4 and 5 of UniConCon for
some g ∈ Gx (mu + 2) we have that horizong(mu) = k.
We shall prove that horizong(mu) = horizoni (mu).
Assume by way of contradiction that horizong(mu) �=
horizoni (mu). It follows that horizoni (mu + 1) ≤
horizong(mu) = k by Lemma 4. Thus, by Proposi-
tion 1(a), we have that critux (k) ≥ mu + 1, which is
in contradiction to the fact that critux (k) = mu. We have
shown that horizoni (mu) = horizong(mu) = k. By
Proposition 1(b) we obtain criti (k) ≥ mu = critux (k),
contradicting the assumption that critux (k) > criti (k),
and we are done. ��

We can now finally prove the correctness of UniConCon:

Proof of Theorem 5 We first argue that process x has access
to all of the data necessary to carry out the actions specified in
every line of UniConCon. Since knowledge is defined with
respect to the fixed system of runs of the fip, process x can
determine the identity of the members of Gx (k −1) at time k.
Hence, x can perform the choice of g ∈ Gx (k − 1) on line 2.
Moreover, observe that for every g′ ∈ Gx (k − 1), at time k
process x has a copy of Vg′(k′) for all k′ ≤ k − 1. It follows
that x can compute horizong(k −3) used on line 4, as well as
horizong(k − 2) used in the middle case of line 5. Finally, it
can compute E(VGx (k−1)(k − 1)) and E(VGg(cu)(cu)) when
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cu < k − 1, and thus is able to perform the commands on
line 6.

It remains to show that critux (k) = criti (k) and that Gi (c) =
Gg(c) for all g ∈ Gx (k −1). From line 6 in UniConCon and
line 5 in ConCon, it will then follow that Mu

x [k] = Mi [k].
Notice that line 5 of UniConCon assigns one of three values
to critux (k). The values assigned by each of the assignments
are guaranteed to be distinct: Lemma 8 below ensures that
Latest u

x [k] ≤ k − 3, while the first two assignments make
Latest u

x [k] > k − 3. It follows that critux (k) = Latest u
x [k] iff

critux (k) is assigned by the third case of line 5. In addition,
the values assigned by the first two case of line 5 are dis-
tinct (k − 1 vs. k − 2), and the conditions under which the
cases are applied are mutually exclusive. Thus in our proof
we handle the three possible assignments on line 5 as three
distinct cases.

critux (k) = k − 1 : We have that horizonx (k − 1) = k by
line 5 of UniConCon. Thus, by Lemma 5(b) we also have
that horizoni (k − 1) = k, and hence criti (k) = critux (k) =
k − 1. By Lemma 5(a) we have that Gz(k − 1) = Gi (k − 1)

for all z ∈ P, and in particular Gx (k − 1) = Gi (k − 1). It
follows that Mu

x [k] = Mi [k].

critux (k) = k − 2 : Since critux (k) = k − 2, by line 5 of
UniConCon we have that horizong(k − 2) = k for some
g ∈ Gx (k − 1), and also that horizonx (k − 1) �= k. By
Lemma 6(b) we have that horizoni (k − 2) = k, and by
Lemma 5(b) we have that horizoni (k − 1) �= k. Thus, in
round k − 1 on line 3 of ConCon process i assigns k − 2
to Latesti [k], and Latesti [k] is not updated in round k. It fol-
lows that criti (k) = k − 2. By Lemma 6(a) we have that
Gg(k − 2) = Gi (k − 2), and we again obtain that Mu

x [k] =
Mi [k].

critux (k) < k − 2: This case applies only if k ≥ 2. By
Line 5 of UniConCon, in this case we have that critux (k) =
Latest u

x [k]. Moreover, by Lemma 7 we have that critux (k) =
criti (k). Let c � critux (k) = criti (k). It remains to show
that Gi (c) = Gg(c). Set g ∈ Gx (k − 1). Assume by way
of contradiction that Gi (c) �= Gg(c). First we claim that
bi (c + 1) > bi (c). Notice that in round c + 2 both i and g
receive each other’s messages, since g ∈ Gx (c + 2), and i is
nonfaulty. If there exists a p ∈ Gi (c) such that p /∈ Gg(c),
then process i learns of p’s failure from g in round c+2, and
moreover, p ∈ Bi (c +1), and thus bi (c +1) > bi (c). On the
other hand, if there exists a p /∈ Gi (c) such that p ∈ Gg(c),
then it must be the case that i learns of p’s faulty behavior in
round c + 1, and thus p /∈ Bi (c). However, p ∈ Bi (c + 1),
and thus again bi (c + 1) > bi (c). Thus, in all cases bi

(c + 1) > bi (c), and by the definition of horizon we have
that horizoni (c + 1) ≤ horizoni (c). Thus, by the definition
of c, we have that horizoni (c + 1) ≤ k. Now, from Proposi-
tion 1(a) we obtain that criti (k) ≥ c +1, i.e., that c ≥ c +1,
which contradicts our assumption, and we are done with the
third case. ��
Lemma 8 Throughout the UniConCon protocol, Latest u

x
[k] ≤ k − 3 holds at time k for every process x and every
k ≥ 2.

Proof Fix k ≥ 2. We will show by induction that Latest u
x

[k] ≤ k − 3 for all times m ≤ k. After the initialization
on line 0 at time 0 we have that Latest u

x [k] = −1, and the
claim holds since k ≥ 2. For the inductive step, assume
that the claim is true at time m − 1 < k. The claim will
clearly be true at m if Latest u

x [k] is not modified on line 4
at time m. If Latest u

x [k] is modified at time m (this hap-
pens when horizong(m − 3) = k), then after line 4 we have
Latest u

x [k] = m − 3 ≤ k − 3 and so, again, the claim holds.
This completes the inductive step. Since, in particular, the
claim holds at time k, the lemma follows. ��
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